
Sting it Low 

There isn’t a player which has made a shot more famous than Tiger Woods and the stinger he so effortlessly hits week in 

and week out.  One thing Tiger has worked very hard on since starting with Sean Foley is using Trackman to understand 

how the delivery of the golf club impacts the launch angle, overall height and landing angle of his golf ball.  Trackman is 

the technology the best players in the world are turning to for ball flight and club delivery analysis.  In the pictures 

below, I illustrate the flight differences between a stinger 3 wood and a stock 3 wood that one of my touring pros 

recently hit in a lesson.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First, let’s define these terms.   

Attack Angle-The amount up or down you hit the golf ball.  A positive number represents an ascending angle of attack 

and a negative number represents a descending angle of attack.  Angle of attack is illustrated by the yellow arrows and is 

one of two contributing factors to hitting the stinger.     

Dynamic Loft-Dynamic loft is the actual amount of loft being delivered to the golf club at impact, not the amount of loft 

which is at address.  Dynamic loft is represented by the red arrows and is the second contributing factor to hitting the 

stinger.   

Launch Angle-Launch Angle is the angle which the ball launches at and is represented by the blue arrows.   

Height-Height is the overall height which the golf ball reaches and is represented by the purple arrows.   

Landing Angle-Landing Angle is the angle which the ball lands at on its descent and is represented by the black arrows.  

The more vertical a ball lands, the less it will roll.  The less vertical a ball lands, the more it will roll.   



 

Two things should be kept in mind when trying to hit a stinger:  1) How you set up to the shot and 2) How you deliver 

the golf club.  When the set up changes away from a stock shot, how the club is delivered will also change if you do not 

adjust your golf swing.    

**Attack Angle is the first thing a player can change in order to change the height of a golf shot.   

How to change Attack Angle 

The quickest way a player can change their attack angle is by changing how they set up to the golf ball.   

In setting up to the shot on the left, the player takes a fairly normal set up to the golf ball for a 3 wood.  Stance square, 

ball forward, head slightly behind the golf ball and shaft of the golf club straight up and down.   This set up is not ideal 

for hitting a stinger.   

Notice in the stock shot on the left, the player delivered the golf club with an attack angle of positive 0.9 degrees.  He is 

hitting slightly up at the golf ball which is ideal for gaining maximum height, launch and carry.  The resulting launch angle 

was 11.8 degrees, a height of 106.8 feet and landing angle of 41.8 feet.     

The player needs to adjust his set up in order to hit a stinger.  The stance becomes slightly open, ball middle, head 

directly over the golf ball and hands forward/shaft leaning toward target.   

Notice in the stinger shot on the right, the player has changed his attack angle to negative 5.0 degrees.  Consequently, 

the resulting launch angle came down to 5.6 degrees, a height of 43.7 feet and landing angle of 25.2 degrees.   

It’s fair to say (pending center contact and properly fitted equipment), the more you hit up at the golf ball with a 3 

wood, the higher the launch angle, land angle and eventual height of the shot will be.   Conversely (pending center 

contact and properly fitted equipment), the more you hit down at the golf ball with a 3 wood, the lower the launch 

angle, land angle and eventual height of the shot will be.   

**Dynamic Loft is the second thing a player can change in order to change the height of a golf shot 

How to change Dynamic Loft 

First, notice the differences in Dynamic Loft for the two shots; 13.7 degrees versus 7.4 degrees.  A player must develop a 

connection to where the handle of the golf club is at impact in relation to where the club head is in order to change 

Dynamic loft.  The closer the golf club is to straight up and down at impact, the higher the dynamic loft will be; bringing 

the launch angle, land angle and overall height of the shot up.  Conversely, the farther the handle is ahead of the golf 

club is at impact, the lower the dynamic loft will be; bringing the launch angle, land angle and overall height of the shot 

down.   

In hitting a stinger, it is paramount you understand the golf club and handle need to be moving hard left through impact 

(for a right handed player) to insure a proper combination of a negative Attack Angle and low Dynamic Loft.  Speaking in 

generalities and without getting into too much detail, the farther the golf ball moves back in a player’s stance, the more 

the direction of the swing will want to move right.  Because of this, the player needs to compensate by feeling the right 

shoulder cover the golf ball, the handle/club head exiting low left and the direction of the swing left.   

For additional tips and more on Trackman, visit my website www.scottsackett.com or follow me on twitter at 

@Scott_Sackett.   

 

http://www.scottsackett.com/


 

 


